SPEAKING to the seniors for the last time as active members of the student body, the TECH extends felicitations and wishes that the spring fad be cold and that the class has a pleasant time in its last great period of college life. A survey of the class events most promising condition and there is an every reason to contribute to the future the followings of these masons of engineering.

It would be beneficial not by the actions of the class general activity. They have initiated some various and urgently needed reforms, and have done constructive work that will remain as evidence of the quality of leadership in the class. They have set a pace that succeeding classes must strive to hold.

There is only one parting urge—that these Seniors as alumni of the Institute will give the same sort of determination and service that they have given as active undergraduates.—So adieu to the Seniors! The world is theirs and the future accomplishments of these nestors of engineering.

**In Charge of This Issue**

E. A. Rothschild ’25

---

**PEOPLE AND EVENTS**

---

**COMMUNICATIONS**

To Members of the Class of 1924

We have set out to produce two very definite models to meet the tastes and feelings of young men in Navy: Blue Supply.

"The Cornell" is a two-button, 3/4 lined, patch pocketed, sick regulation vest and straight hanging trousers. Outstanding Young Men's essentials fresh from our own workshops.

Priced $40 and $45—Read to-wear
White Flannel Trousers as a needed auxiliary, $8 & 10

---

**EUROPE and RETURN**

$160 up

An exceptional opportunity for tourists, students, teachers and scholars to enjoy summer vacation in Europe at extremely low rates, traveling in our improved third-class to Southem European countries

Tartar and wholesome food, Rooms reserved for two, four and six persons.

The round-trip fare on the regular 17,000 ton steamer Cleveland is $160; with steamer Reculno, Bilancia, Albert Ballon, or Dresdneck continuous round trip fare at $162.50 and $195 can be worked out.

Short tours in Great Britain and on the Continent, under expert guidance, can be arranged at rates from $195 up, including ocean fares.

Apply to United American Lines, 53-59 Broadway, New York, or JULIUS ROTTENBERG, 296 Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

---

**HAMBURG AMERICAN LINE**

---

**“Sporting Equipment for Every Requirement”**

All set for the vacation grounds! Check up on your sporting supplies, and then come in for BRINE bade,

---

**VACATION BRINE SUPPLIES**

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

---

**“Latter Hadnadergher for the College Man”**

---

**AT BRINE’S**

HARVARD SQUARE STORE CAMBRIDGE